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                                                J    U   D   G   M   E   N   T 

       The   brief facts of this case as alleged  in the FIR is that  Sh. 

Hrisikesh Biswas while  posted  and functioning   as  Sr. Section Supervisor 

in the   Cash section in the office  of   the TDM, Kamrup, Guwahati ( Now 

G.M.T., Kamrup, Guwahati) entered into a criminal conspiracy with  M/s. 

Pallabi  Enterprises,  Guwahati  and  M/s.  Rajdhani  Book  Binding  Works, 

Guwahati  and others during 1992  to 1996 and in pursuance of  the said 

conspiracy  cheated the telecom Deptt. to the  tune of Rs. 3 lacs by way of 

raising  bills  and  passing the same  at  much higher rates for  supply of 

materials ignoring   the approved firms. Sh. Biswas himself was preparing 

the bills of some of the firms whose blank letter head and also the letter head 

of other firms were recovered  from his office table drawer during surprise 

checking. During 1992 to 1996  huge quantity of  stores/ stationeries and 

other  materials  were  procured from selected  suppliers  at  exorbitant  rates 

merely  on   verbal  orders. No stock  order issue register was maintained. It 

has been alleged that  Sh. Biswas, Sh. R. N. Rava and late I. M. Boro used to 

give verbal orders to M/s. Pallabi Enterprise for supply of materials without 

placing any requisition for the  said materials. They also did not maintain 

any stock register. Likewise, Abdul Rashid, the proprietor of  M/s. Rajdhani 

Book Binding Works prepared and submitted as many as 74 Nos. of bills for 

binding of different  registers, vouchers etc. and received payment against 

the bills to the tune of Rs. 1,68,682/-. Sh. Hrisikesh Biswas used to give 

verbal orders to the said  firm for stitching and binding works and necessary 

certificate on the bills  were given by Sh. A. Dutta, J. J. Chakraborty, S. S. 

Banerjee, P. Bhattacharjee, N. Kalita,  N. N. Mitra and B. Deb Goswami. 

They also did not place any requisition for the stitching and binding works 

in the general section. M/s. DCM Retail Stores, Guwahati, M/s. Furnishing 

House,  Guwahati,  M/s.  C.  M.   Stores,  Guwahati  and  M/s.  Gopal  Das, 

Guwahati supplied the materials in the G. M. T. office and submitted their 

bills and received payment though they were not enlisted in the approved list 
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of suppliers. It has been alleged in the FIR that during  surprise check Sh. H. 

Biswas was found in possession of blank letter head of the Books of  M/s. 

Pallabi  Enterprises,  M/s.  Rajdhani  Book Binding Works  and other   such 

firms besides 5 Nos. of  rubber stamp of  O/O the SDO ( T), Rangia. Sh. H. 

Biswas  also  prepared  the  bills  NO.  PE/92   dtd.  1.9.92  of  M/s.  Pallabi 

Enterprise by himself. Though Sh. H. Biswas had no business to receive the 

goods,  as  he  was not  posted  in  the   General  Section,  but  he  had issued 

certificate about receipt of  goods in respect of  as many as 13 Nos. of bills 

of  Mrs. Renu Bhuyan, proprietor of M/s. Pallabi Enterprise and A. Rashid, 

proprietor  of   M/s.  Rajdhani  Book Binding Works,  Guwahati.  It  may be 

mentioned here that   on the basis  of  a preliminary  enquiry conducted,  a 

regular case was registered. Sh. M. K. Jha, S.P., CBI, ACB, Guwahati filed 

the FIR of this case against accused, (1) Sh. H. Biswas, Sr. S.S., O/O the 

Accounts Officer ( Cash), T. D. M., Guwahati, (2) M/s. Pallabi Enterprise, 

Zoo Narengi, (3) M/s. Rajdhani Book Binding Works, Lakhtokia and others. 

During course  of  investigation,  the I.O.,  Sh.  Mrinal  Sharma, 

Inspector of Police, CBI, ACB, examined the witnesses, seized the relevant 

papers, vouchers etc. and  subsequently after completion of investigation and 

also  after  procuring  the  sanction  for  prosecution  submitted  chargesheet 

against accused, (1) Sh. Hrisikesh Biswas, (2) Sh. R. N. Rava, (3) Mrs. Renu 

Bhuyan,  proprietor  of  M/s.  Pallabi  Enterprise  and  (4)  Abdul  Rashid, 

proprietor of  M/s. Rajdhani Book Binding Works U/s. 120 B/420/468/471 

IPC and under section 13 (2) read with section 13 (1) (d) of the P. C. Act.

In due course after appearance of the accused persons copies of 

the relevant  papers were furnished  to the accused  and after hearing  both 

sides my ld. Predecessor framed formal charge U/s. 120 B/420/468/465/471 

IPC against accused  H. Biswas, R. N. Rava, Smt. Renu Bhuyan and Abdul 

Rashid. In addition formal charges U/s. 13 (2) read with section 13 (1) (d) of 

the P.C. Act were also framed against accused  H. Biswas and  R. N. Rava. 

Charges having been read over and explained to the accused persons, they 

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.
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Now, in the present case the points to be decided are :-

Whether during the period  1992 to 1996 Sh. H. Biswas while 

posted and functioning as Section Supervisor in the cash section, O/O T. D. 

M., Kamrup, Guwahati and accused R. N. Rava while posted  and working 

as SDO(T), Rangia under G. M. T., Kamrup, Guwahati and accused Smt. 

Renu Bhuyan and A. Rashid along with  I.M. Boro entered into a criminal 

conspiracy and in pursuance to such conspiracy prepared  some bills without 

any  work  order  against  those  bills  and  also   got  these  bills  passed  by 

different officials of TDM, Guwahati and also issued legal certificate about 

receipt of goods supplied by Renu Bhuyan and Abdul Rashid. Also whether 

the aforesaid accused persons prepared the bills at a very high rate than the 

rates approved by the deptt. and submitted some bill twice for payment and 

they did the aforesaid acts in  pursuance to the criminal conspiracy. Also 

whether  during the aforesaid period the accused persons cheated the TDM, 

Kamrup,  Guwahati  (  Now GMT, Kamrup,  Guwahati)  by dishonestly  and 

fraudulently  inducing   to  pass  some  bills  at  a  very  higher  rates  without 

proper  work  order  and  also  to  part  with  the  money  amounting  to  Rs. 

5,40,793/- belonging to the said deptt. Also whether during the said period 

the accused persons forged certain bills  intending  that those bills shall be 

used for the purpose of  cheating and also whether they fraudulently  used as 

genuine certain bills which they knew at the time of using those bills to be 

forged. Also whether during the period between 1992 to 1996 accused  H. 

Biswas and R. N. Rava by  their corrupt and illegal means and by abusing 

their  position  as  public  servant   obtained  for  themselves  and  for  other 

persons huge pecuniary advantage amounting to Rs. 5,40,793/- which they 

were not legally entitled to ?

In order to substantiate  the charges against the accused persons 

as many as 29 PWs have been examined by the prosecution side. One court 

witness   also has been  examined  in the case. However, defence side did 

not adduce any evidence.  After  closing of the evidence,  statement  of the 

accused  persons  were  recorded  U/s.  313  Cr.  P.  C.  In  their  statements 

recorded U/s. 313 Cr. P. C., the accused persons have  pleaded innocence. 
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Let us now discuss the evidence of the prosecution witnesses 

below :-

PW 1, Sh. N. R. Makriwala has deposed that during the year 

2000 he was working as Member ( service), Telecommunication, Ministry of 

communication, New Delhi and he was  the competent authority to appoint 

and remove a person of the rank of S.D.O.(T) in the deptt. of telecom. It has 

been stated by PW 1 that  on the basis of materials and documents placed 

before him and also   after application of  mind he accorded Ext. 1, sanction 

order for prosecution against Ram Nath Rava. Though PW 1 was suggested 

during  cross examination that Ext. 1 is not a valid sanction  order and he did 

not apply his judicious mind in according the sanction, but PW 1 denied the 

same. 

PW 2, Sh. Chandra Kt. Das has deposed that  he was working 

as Sr. Accounts Officer ( Cash), BSNL, Guwahati during the period from 

11.6.97 to 28.6.2000. It is stated by PW 2 that  BSNL itself  produces some 

articles and those articles are kept in  various stores and are distributed to 

the  different   offices   of  the  Country.  On the  other  hand,  other  articles 

required by BSNL are purchased at two levels—(1) at Head Quarter level 

and  (2)  at  circle  level.  It  is  further  stated   by  PW  2  that   articles 

manufactured  by depttt. are called stock items  while other  items procured 

at the Head Quarter level  and circle level are called non stock items. Notice 

Inviting Tender are published and the period for supply of those articles is 

fixed  for 1 year. On the completion of NIT, tenders are called for by the 

Head Quarter as well as by circle office.  It is stated  that  before publication 

of NIT, requisitions are obtained from sections/units under their jurisdiction. 

Rates  of   stationery   items  are  fixed  by  G.M.  after  obtaining  various 

information  from all  concerned. Before calling  for tender a committee is 

also formed  in that regard to ascertain the amount involved in the supply of 

certain stationery items. If the amount exceeds Rs. 50,000/- then open tender 

is  invited,  otherwise limited tender is to be invited.   PW 2  has further 

stated that  whenever some items  are required for a section in the G.M.T. D 

office, then that section gives a requisition  to the  general section  of GMT 
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D office. Then general section would procure those items from the approved 

firms and would supply to the respective sections. The general section will 

submit  work order  to the approved firm while  intimating the  mode of 

supply  as  well  as  submits  bill  for  payment.  Thereafter  the  firms  after 

supplying  the articles will submit   the bills and on receipt of  the bills to the 

general section they would  specify the rates and whether  certifications are 

given or not regarding the receipt of the items on the body of the bills. If  

everything  is O.K., then the file goes to the Divisional Engineer ( T) for 

passing order and to accounts officer for pay order. On receipt  of such bills 

accounts officer’s first duty is to see if  the competent authority has properly 

passed  the bills or not and whether the bills were pre-checked properly or 

not. Thereafter he is to see whether fund are available or not and if all those 

are found in order then he will pass the pay order. Once the pay order is 

issued by the accounts officer he sends back the bill to the respective general 

section and the pay order will  be sent to the cashier  of the accounts section 

for payment. In his evidence PW 2 has stated  that Ext. 2 is to Ext. 6 are the 

original bills  submitted by M/s. Pallabi  Enterprise. The pay orders in those 

bills were passed by Sh. H. C. Chakraborty vide Ext. 2/1 to Ext. 6/1. Ext. 10 

to Ext. 45 are the original bills submitted by M/s. Rajdhani Book Binding 

Works. The  pay orders were passed by H. C. Chakraborty in respect  of 

supply of articles  mentioned  in Ext. 10 to Ext. 45. Ext. 46 to Ext. 63 are the 

carbon copies submitted by M/s. Rajdhani Book Binding Works. Ext. 64 to 

Ext. 67 are the original bills submitted by M/s. Pallabi Enterprise. The pay 

orders were passed by H. C. Chakraborty, the then Accounts Officer.   Ext. 

68 and Ext. 69 are the carbon copies of Ext. 64 and Ext. 65. Ext. 70  to Ext.  

73 are the carbon copies of the bills submitted by M/s. Pallabi Enterprise. 

Ext. 74 is the original bill submitted by M/s. Rajdhani Book Binding Works 

and the pay orders were  issued by H. C. Chakraborty. It is stated by PW 2 

that  vide Ext. 76, letter he handed over to CBI 27 Nos. of pay vouchers. 

During course of  investigation CBI also seized some cash books and those 

were  reflected in the seizure memo. Ext. 80. According to PW 2 Ext. 104 to 

Ext. 113 are the duplicate bills of  M/s. Pallabi Enterprise . Ext. 124 to Ext .

126 are the original bills of M/s. Pallabi Enterprise. Ext. 127 to Ext. 141 are 
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the duplicate bills of Pallabi Enterprise. Ext. 142 to Ext. 147 are the original 

bills of M/s. Pallabi Enterprise. Ext .148 to Ext. 166 are the duplicate bills of 

M/s. Pallabi Enterprise. Ext. 167 to 173 are the original bills of M/s. Pallabi 

Enterprise. It is stated by PW 2 that   for supply of different articles their  

office maintained different files such as, Stationery files,  binding file etc. 

Whenever any  officer makes a requisition  for certain kind of articles, they 

will give an indent and the indent goes to the general section whether it will 

be processed and tagged with the concerned  file. Subsequently, the said file 

is sent to the competent authority and the competent authority  after passing 

of the bills sends the same to the accounts section  for pay order. Once a bill  

with file is received  in the accounts section, accounts  section sends  such 

file to  pre check clerk who will see if the bills are passed by the competent 

authority  or  not,  the  rates  collected  are  as  per  approved rate  or  not  etc. 

According to PW 2 Ext. 174, Ext. 175, Ext .176, Ext. 180 are the original 

bills  submitted  by  M/s.  Pallabi  Enterprise.  Ext.  189  to  Ext.  216  are  the 

duplicate bills of M/s.  Rajdhani Book Binding Works. PW 2 has further 

stated that  from the bills involved in this case, he can not say if indent was 

received against  the articles mentioned in the bills or whether those bills 

were routed through  general section or prior approval was obtained for the 

purchase  of  articles  mentioned  in  the  bills.  It  is  stated  by  PW 2  that  it 

appears  that   no  purchase  order  was  issued.  This  witness  was  declared 

hostile  by the prosecution.  It is stated by Pw 2 during cross examination 

that on seeing the bills in question before this court he is to state that those 

bills appear to have been processed and passed as per official procedure. It is 

also  stated  by  PW  2  that  he  has  got  no  knowledge  about   the  alleged 

occurrence and that he has deposed before this court in his examination in 

chief   on the basis of documents  which were exhibited in the case. It is also 

stated that the various bills which he has exhibited in the court appears   to 

have been passed according to the procedure. 

PW 3 Sh. Dharam Ch. Deka has stated that  during 1995 he was 

functioning  as Sr. Section Supervisor  in the office of  General Manager, 

Telecom, Guwahati. Regarding the procedure of purchasing articles PW 3 
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has also stated in the same way like PW 2. It is stated by PW 3 that  in Ext. 

180, Ext. 168, Ext. 159 and Ext. 110 of M/s. Pallabi Enterprise there is no 

mention of any purchase order  number as required.  This is also stated by 

PW 3 that  it is  evident from those bills that during processing of these bills, 

prescribed procedure was not followed, in as much as purchase order no. has 

not  been mentioned there.   During cross  examination   PW 3 has  further 

stated  that once contractor is asked  to supply the articles verbally or in 

writing he is  bound to supply the articles   and thereafter  he  claims the 

payment by submitting bill.

PW 4 Sh. Nabin Ch. Kachari has deposed that  during 1995  he 

was  posted  and  functioning   at  general  Section  in  the  office  of   G.  M. 

( Telecom), Guwahati as Sr. Section Supervisor. It is stated by PW 4 that he 

was dealing with the  furniture items, water filter etc. PW 4 has also stated 

the procedure  for purchasing the articles from  open market and also for 

regarding passing  of the bills. It is stated by PW 4 that Ext. 159,  Ext. 135, 

Ext. 141 are the bills in respect of  supply of water filter, filter  candel etc. 

and same were supplied by M/s. Pallabi Enterprise. But those bills do not 

indicate that same were routed through general section because it does not 

contain any purchase order. During cross examination PW 4 has stated that 

bill is processed through a file maintained in that regard and the bills vide 

Ext. 135, Ext. 141 and Ext. 159 must have been processed through a file. 

According to PW 4 as he was not posted in that particular section during that 

time, so  he was  not aware of any such file being maintained. However, it is  

stated by PW 4 that bills Ext .135, Ext. 141, Ext.159 appeared to have been 

passed as per procedure and the payment  against the bills is made by the 

cashier with the concerned section. 

PW 5 Sh. Subodh Kr. Kothari has deposed that during 1992-96 

he had been working as Manager in a private furnishing house situated at 

Lakhtokia.  It  is  stated by PW 5 that  Ext.  222 is the bill  of their firm in 

respect of  materials supplied to T.D.M. Guwahati. Ext. 223 is the challan of 

Ext. 222 and Ext. 224 is the invoice bill of  Furnishing House. It is also 

stated by PW 5 that TDM office makes payment to them through check. 
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During cross examination PW 5 has stated that articles mentioned in the 

exhibited bills were supplied to TDM office on receipt of the  requisition 

from TDM office.  After supplying  the articles they submitted  bills  and 

against that bill they collected the cheques from the TDM office. 

PW 6 Sh. Dambarudhar  Sarma has stated that  during 1992 to 

1996 he was posted and functioning as SDE, Stores and Planning  in the 

office of CGM, Telecom, Ulubari. It is stated that Ext. 116, Ext. 122 and 

Ext. 123 are the bills submitted by M/s. Pallabi Enterprise and those bills 

were passed by the then Divisional Engineer, B. K. Deuri. It is stated by PW 

6  that  in  all  the  documents  which   he  has  exhibited   today  there  is  no 

mention of purchase order which is required  under the procedure. However, 

during cross  examination   PW 6 has  stated  that  the  aforesaid  bills  were 

passed by Divisional Engineer  and the paying authority was accounts deptt. 

and all those exhibited bills were passed and paid by the accounts deptt.

PW 7 Sh. P. C. Das has  stated that  during 1992 to 1996 he was 

posted and functioning as SDE, Phones. According to  PW 7 Ext. 25   is the 

bill submitted by Rajdhani Book Binding works and it was passed by the 

then DE ( P & A). It is also stated by PW 7 that Ext. 25, Ext. 32, Ext. 33, 

Ext. 197, Ext. 200, Ext. 204, Ext. 205, Ext. 208, Ext. 188, Ext. 214 and Ext. 

197 are the bills submitted by Rajdhani Books Binding Works and those 

bills were passed by B. K. Deuri, the then D.E. ( Planning).  

PW 8 Sh. A. S. Choudhury has deposed that during 1998 he 

was functioning as DE (A) in the office of the General Manager, Telecom 

Deptt., Guwahati. It is stated by PW 8 that Ext. 229 is the letter dtd. 25.11.98 

addressed to  Sh. Mrinal Sarma,  Inspector of Police, CBI. By this letter 

information  was  furnished  as  asked  for  by  the  CBI  regarding   general 

procedure for  purchase  of  stationery  materials  in  the office  of  the G.M., 

Telecom, Kamrup. It is stated by PW 8 that  Ext. 230 is the file maintained 

by general section of the office of the General Manager, Telecom, Kamrup, 

regarding  correspondence in respect of purchase  of  rubber stamp for the 

period of 1994-96. It is stated  that no indent  is found  available in Ext. 230. 
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Ext. 64 to Ext. 73, Ext. 104 to Ext. 141 and Ext. 186 are the bills of M/s.  

Pallabi Enterprise and Ext. 10 to Ext. 63, Ext. 74, Ext. 75, Ext. 187 to Ext. 

213 are the bills of M/s. Rajdhani Book Binding Works and in those bills 

there is no mention of the  corresponding purchase order respectively. It 

means that  those bills were not routed through the general section. Rather 

those bills were directly sent to the cash section  for payment and payment 

relating to the bills in question were made. It is also stated by PW 8 that the 

bills were processed by accused H. Biswas,  Sr. Section Supervisor in the 

General  Manager,  telecom office.  It  is  also stated by PW 8 that  for  any 

urgent requirement  of goods it can be purchased from the open market. This 

witness was declared hostile by the prosecution. During cross examination 

PW 8  has stated that  he had no any connection with the accounts deptt. as 

he was basically  assigned  to  look after  the technical  management  of  the 

deptt. He also does not know the procedure adopted at Guwahati office  at 

the relevant time for purchasing official goods. It is further stated  by PW 8 

that   all  the  bills  exhibited   appear   to  have  been   pre-checked  by  the 

concerned official and then it has been duly passed by the DE and the final 

payment have been made from the accounts section. Those bills have been 

passed properly by the then DE, B. K. Deuri, Ratul Konwar, P. Lal and R. 

N. Sarkar, but the purchase order  no. is not there in the bill. Except non 

mentioning  of the concerned  purchase order no., the bills exhibited appear 

to have been properly  passed.

 PW 9 Sh. Badal Kundu has deposed that  from 1992 to 1996 he 

was posted as SDO, Phones. It is stated by PW 9 that Ext. 144 was certified 

by the  predecessor in his office Sh. Kumud Ch. Medhi. Ext. 231 is the local 

purchase  register  of  the  office  of  the  SDO  (  Phones),  West  Ambari, 

Guwahati  for  the period from 18.6.92 to  18.8.98.   Local  purchases  were 

entered  in  that  register.  However,  the  Ext.  124  and  Ext.  144  were  not 

entered  in  the  Ext.  231,  Register.  It  is  further  stated  by  PW 9  that  this 

register is required to be maintained for entering all local purchase made by 

the office. It is also stated by him that Ext. 124 and Ext. 144 purchase were 

made irregularly without following proper procedure. However, during cross 
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examination PW 9 has stated that Ext. 124 and Ext .144 were passed  as per 

official procedure and he found no irregularity in the passing and paying of 

the bills.  It  is  also stated  by PW 9 that  a file  is maintained in order to 

process such bills and the notes given therein by the concerned officer are 

maintained. Such file was not shown to  him in the court. It is also stated  by 

PW 9 that the 2 bills Ext. 124 and Ext .144 appear to have been duly passed.  

Had there been any irregularity in the bills,  then the processing authority 

would have objected to the same. It is also stated  by him that he was not 

working in the  office while the said purchases were made and he can not 

say as to what procedure was followed in the office in passing those bills.

PW 10 Sh. Jatindra Mohan Basumatary has deposed that  from 

1991 to 1996  he was working as Asstt.  Engineer (  Maintenance) in the 

office of the CGM, Assam, Telecom circle, Guwahati. It is stated by PW 10 

that for the materials required in their office  they used to send requisition  to 

the General Manager, Telecom office for supply thereof and materials were 

supplied from that office. On receipt of the materials they also used to enter 

the same in the stock register of their office. It is stated by PW 10 that Ext. 

108  is a bill from the  M/s. Pallabi Enterprise dtd. 16.12.92 addressed to 

SDO (T), Kamrup. The materials referred in Ext. 108, bills were received 

and  certificate  to  that  effect  was  given  by  JTO,  Sh.  B.  B.  Dutta  being 

countersigned by M. M. Sonowal, SDO (T), Kamrup. Ext. 105, Ext. 106, 

Ext. 127, Ext. 111, Ext. 112, Ext. 113 are the bills of Pallabi Enterprise   and 

the  said    bills  were   also  certified  by  said  B.  B.  Dutta.  However,  the 

purchase order is not mentioned in the bills. Ext. 232 is a bill of DCM Retail 

Store,  Guwahati.  The  purchase  order  is  not  mentioned  in  the  said  bill. 

During cross examination PW 10 has  however stated that all the exhibited 

bills ( Ext. 105, Ext .106, Ext. 108, Ext. 111, Ext. 112, Ext. 113, Ext. 224 

and Ext.  232)  were  all  passed  after  complying  all  the  official  rules  and 

regulations and payments thereof were  made accordingly. It is also stated 

by PW 10 that  no file relating to those  bills had been shown to him for 

which he is not in a position to say how the bills were moved  for processing 
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of the bills. It is also stated by him that both written and   verbal orders can 

be placed for purchasing goods in their office. 

PW 11 Sh. Nepal Ch. Saha has stated that he is a partner of 

M/s. CM, Stores,  Lakhtokia and  their farm deals with marketing of  Puro 

filter  and other articles. According to PW 11 Ext. 233 is the carbon copy of 

the bill issued by their farm in respect of  selling 2 Nos. of water filter. Ext. 

234 is another bill issued by their firm in respect of selling of 12 Nos. of 

Bowel, one  Stove, 2 Dexi, 2 Buckets, 2 mugs, 6 glasses etc. Ext. 235 is 

another   bill   issued    by their farm in respect of selling 2 Nos. of water  

filter.  According to PW 11, the payment in respect of aforesaid bills were 

made  by the party to them by cash. From the cross examination of PW 11 it  

also reveals that  earlier also he supplied articles to the Telecom Deptt.

PW 12  Md. Taizuddin Ahmed has stated that  he is a 

retired employee of Telecom. According to PW 12 Ext. 107   is  the bill 

addressed to SDO (T) Rangia and said bill was certified by the then SDO 

(T), Rangia Ram Nath Rava and payment was released from GM (T) Office 

to M/S Pallabi Enterprise. It is also stated by PW 12 that Ext.  7, 66, 111, 

125, 126, 128, 132, 133, 115, 118 to 120, 157, 161, 185, 180, 3, 166, 135, 

140,  141,  167,  170,  146,  148,  149,  236 are  bills  addressed  to  SDO (T) 

Rangia  and said bills were certified by Ram Nath Rava. Payments were 

released by G. M., Telecom, Guwahati to the concerned farm. However, it is 

stated  by  PW  12  that  without  going  through  the  stock  register  of  the 

concerned period, he can not say whether those materials as mentioned in 

the aforesaid Exts. were received in SDO(T), Rangia or not. During cross 

examination  PW  12  has  stated  that   he  does  not  have  any  personal 

knowledge  regarding   the  materials  supplied  vide  the  aforesaid  Exts. 

However, it is stated by PW 12 that from the exhibited bills, it appears that 

normal procedure had been followed in processing and passing of the bills 

by the  accounts deptt. and  accordingly    payment was made in respects of 

the said bills.  During the relevant time  he was not  posted at   SDO (T) 

Rangia. It is also stated by PW 12 that he  stated before the I.O. that  he had 
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seen some signboard and Honda generator sets in the office of the SDO (T), 

Rangia. 

 PW 13 Sh. Mridul Ch. Kalita has deposed that  he worked as 

JTO in the office of SDO (T) in the year 1996 to 1998. He knows Ram Nath 

Rava  who  was the then SDO (T),  Rangia.  According to PW 13 as JTO 

his  duty  and  functions  were  to  maintain  the  telephone  exchange, 

maintenance of telephone  line cable and also supervision of the subordinate 

staff.  According  to  PW  13  Ext.  107  is  the  bill  submitted  by  Pallabi 

Enterprise in the office of SDO (T), Rangia  for supply of 23 numbers of 

sign boards. PW 13 has also stated that Ext.   111, 128, 132, 133, 115, 118 to 

120, 157, 161, 185, 7, 180, 3, 166, 135, 141, 125, 25/1, 126, 167, 146, 152, 

149, 148, 66 and 167 are bills of M/s. Pallabi Enterprise  addressed to  SDO 

(T) showing supply of various goods, sign boards etc. Ext. 236 is bill  of 

DCM Retail store showing supply of  DCM Cloths. However, PW 13 has 

further stated that he can not say whether the goods were received in good 

condition or not, or the goods were really supplied or not. 

PW 14 Sh. Ani  Ram Boro  has stated that Ext .144 is the 

bill in the name of  Pallabi Enterprise which was certified by Kumud Ch. 

Medhi,  the  then  SDO,  Phones.  However,  it  is  stated  during  cross 

examination that said Ext. 144, bill was passed  by the office of the Telecom 

Deptt. as per the laid down procedure and rules and  there was no  anomaly 

in the bill. 

                                   PW-15 Gopal Das has deposed that  he is a  tailor and  

the name of his shop is Das Tailor. Ext. 237 is the bill of his shop and said 

bill was prepared by him for  sewing and repairing of sofa set etc. in telecom 

department.  After the bills were submitted  the payments were given to him 

in  cash.  However,  he  did  not  get  any  written  order  for   stitching  and 

repairing works  in telecom deptt. He received only verbal order . During 

cross examination  PW 15 has further stated that all the items mentioned  in 

the bill relating to stitching and repairing  of the sofa set etc. have been done 

by him.  
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              PW- 16 Himadri Sinha stated that   in the  year  1994  he was  

promoted to SDO and was transferred and posted  in the CGM (T), office, 

Guwahati. According to PW  16  Ext. 138 is a bill for supply of   signboards 

for  Gaon  Panchayat.    Ext.  171  is  a  bill  for  supply  of  22  number  of 

signboards  and Ext. 147, bill is in respect of supply of  10 number of rubber 

stamp,   Ext. 150, bill is in respect of supply of  17 number of signboards for 

Gaon  Panchayat.  Ext.  71,  bill  is  in  respect  of   supply  of  33  number  of 

signboards for Gaon Panchayat,  Ext. 159,  bill  is in respect of  supply of 70 

numbers of curtain cloths, Ext. 160, bill is in respect of supply of 28 number 

of signboards for Gaon Panchayat,  Ext. 163,  bill is in respect of  supply of 

13 number of rubber stamp,   Ext. 117, bill is  in respect of  supply  of  3 

numbers of signboards, Ext. 131, bill is  in respect of  supply of  5 numbers 

of  signboards,  Ext.  4,  bill  is  in  respect  of    supply  of  22  numbers  of 

signboards for Gaon Panchayat, Ext. 129, bill is  in respect of  supply of 13 

numbers of plastic signboards, Ext. 179,  bill is in respect of  supply of 17 

numbers of signboards for Gaon Panchayat. It is also stated by PW 16 that 

he did not find any quotation  or tender file in the office. After going through 

the  aforesaid  bills  he  found  certain  deficiency   in  the  bills.  There  is  no 

reference of  any purchase order on some of the bills.  It  is  written  that 

reference is verbal. He also found that in some bills there is no mention of 

page No. or sl. No. of stock register and in some of the bills there is no stock 

entry certificate. However it is  stated  by PW 16 that all the exhibited bills 

have been passed by DE who was the authorized officer. Similarly, those 

bills  were  paid  by  the   designated  officer  who  is  the  Accounts  officer 

( Cash). All the exhibited bills were certified  by the requisitioning  officer 

and   certificates  were  given   in  the  bills  by  the  said  officer.  In  those 

exhibited bills  some bills  are  original  and some bills  are  duplicate.  It  is 

stated by PW 16 that in the original bills pre-check are also made by the 

accounts section of the concerned office, i.e., Sr. Accountant   of the office. 

PW 16 has also stated that   looking at the  aforesaid bills it reveals that due 

payment procedure have been followed  for passing and making payment of 

the bills. PW 17 Md.  H. Ali has deposed that  he is the proprietor of  M/s. 

Rajdhani Book Binding works and he has been doing the said business since 
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1980. It is stated by  PW 17 that he knows Abdul Rashid  who was  his 

employee   from 1980 to 1983  and after that he left the job. It is further 

stated   that  after  going through all  the  exhibited  bills  in  the  name    of 

Rajdhani Book Binding Works vide Ext. 10 to Ext. 64, Ext. 74, Ext. 75, Ext. 

176,  Ext.  183,  Ext.  184,  Ext.  187 to Ext.  216,  he is to say that   all  the 

exhibited bills though  bear the name of  Rajdhani Book Binding Works, but 

those are not of his farm and all the bills are fake bills printed elsewhere . He 

also  never  issued  all  the  exhibited  bills  in  the  name  of  Rajdhani  Book 

Binding Works.  PW 17 further  stated that  he never worked for  Telecom 

dept., never supplied anything to Telecom dept . But PW 17 has stated that 

Abdul Rashid was an illiterate person. He never saw him writing or putting 

his signature. It is stated by PW 17 that the signature appearing in the name 

of   Abdul Rashid in the exhibited bills were never signed in his presence. 

                  PW- 18 Bipin Ch. kakati stated that during  1994-95, he 

was posted at GM (T) Kamrup and worked there till retirement.  He is also 

aware of the procedure regarding  the payment of  bills. PW 18 has narrated 

the procedure for passing the bill. According to PW 18 after going through 

all  the  exhibited  bills  in  the  name  of  Rajdhani  Book  Binding    Pallabi 

Enterprise he does not find his signature as JAO in any of the bills. It is also 

stated  by PW 18 that   all  the  exhibited  bills  of  Rajdhani  Book Binding 

Works  and  Pallabi  Enterprise  were  not  properly  routed   at  the  time  of 

passing of the bills. In his cross examination PW 18 has stated that there are 

rules  and by laws as to how the bills are to be passed by the telecom deptt. 

But he is not aware of the said rules. It is further stated that he can not say 

whether proper procedure were followed but the bills were passed  by the 

D.E. and paid by the accounts officer. 

                     PW-19 Chattalesh Dey  has deposed that  on 10.6.96 he  

was working as  Asstt. Engineer ( Vigilance) in the TDM office, Guwahati. 

Ext. 238 is the memorandum prepared on the spot and he put his signature 

vide Ext. 238/1 and 238/2. From the cross examination of PW 19 it reveals 

that  he does not know the details of the case. 
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                PW-20 Krishna Kanta Deka  has deposed that  in the year  

1997 to 1998 he was  working as Chief Section Supervisor (CSS) at General 

Section in the O/O General Manager, (T) Kamrup, TDM, Ulubari. He has 

also stated regarding  the procedure for purchasing materials by their office. 

It is stated by PW 20 that  Ext. 107, 111, 128, 132, 133, 115, 118, 119 are 

bills of  Pallabi Enterprise submitted to SDO (T) Rangia. Ext. 107, 128, 119 

do not contain order No. However, all the bills contain certificate of   SDO 

(T) Rangia. Pw 20 further stated that     Ext. 121, 123, 127, 130, 158, 70, 73, 

64, 68, 65, 142, 139, 154, 144, 170, 108, 112, 113, 174, 175, 177, 178, 179, 

182, 4, 131, 117, 114, 159, 191, 196 are the bills of Pallabi  Enterprise  and 

those  bills  were  passed  by  B.  K.  Deuri,  DE.  However,  during  cross 

examination PW 20 has stated that all the bills that have been shown to him 

in the court have been processed and passed for payment as per procedure. 

                PW-21 Bimalendu Bhattacharya has deposed that  Ext. 186 

is the bill of Pallabi Enterprise  and K.K. Kakati the then SDE (Cables) East, 

Guwahati had given a certificate on receipt of goods  supplied by  Pallabi 

Enterprise. 

               PW-22 Munindra Kumar Dey has described the procedure of 

tender process. According to him DE (A) is the passing authority who shall 

verify the bills and pass it to the cash section for payment . In cash section 

again the bills are checked and it goes to the accounts officer. Ext .  Ext. 240 

is the file pertaining to tender/rubber stamp/signboard maintained in General 

section for the year 1995-96.   . Ext. 241 is the file pertaining to stitching 

and binding works for the year 1989-90 maintained in General section.  Ext. 

230     is the file regarding rubber stamp for the period 1994 to 1996.   It is  

stated  by PW 22 that he knows accused H. Biswas who was working  as 

Head Clerk. In his cross examination PW 22 has stated that  he can not say 

who was the proprietor of  M/s. Rajdhani Book Binding Works. He knows 

Abdul Rashid as he was doing binding works in their office. Abdul Rashid 

has no any registered firm named Rajdhani Book Binding Works. He also 
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can not say whether Abdul Rashid submitted  the bills against his works. It 

is also 

stated by PW 22 that all the bills presented in their office  are verified and 

checked by the  superior officers and bills are initially  checked by Dealing 

Asstt., then section supervisor and SDE ( Finance) and then DE (A). Then 

file goes to the accounts section where also  pre check was done  by JAOs. 

           PW 23 Sh. J. N. Bora has stated that  in the year 1997 he was 

working in the Regional office, FCI, Assam Region as Asstt. Manager. It is 

stated by PW 23 that  he was present when the search was conducted in the 

house  of  H.  Biswas  on  6.7.97  and  the  search  list  was  prepared  in  his 

presence. He also put his signature in the said search list as Ext. 243/1. Some 

documents were also seized during search.

            PW 24 Sh. Kailash Barman has deposed that on 10.6.96 he 

was working in CBI on deputation as Inspector of Police. On 10.6.96 there 

was  a  surprise  check  in  the  office  of  the  Accounts  officer,  cash,  TDM, 

Guwahati. The surprise check was conducted in the office table of H.Biswas. 

All the documents that were found in the said drawer of the table of  H. 

Biswas including the seal were taken in custody and Ext. 238, memo. was 

prepared. It is stated by PW 24 that during the  surprise check 23  numbers 

of rubber seal were found in the drawer of H. Biswas. A bunch of bills of 

Rajdhani Book Binding Works as well as Pallabi Enterprise were recovered 

from the drawer of H. Biswas. 4 blank letter head  of Pallabi Enterprise were 

also found in the drawer of the table of H. Biswas. However, during cross 

examination PW 24  has stated that  he has got no personal knowledge about 

the fact of the case. He  does not know who is the proprietor of  Rajdhani 

Book Binding Works. He also did not verify whether bills were processed as 

per official procedure.                   

              PW-25 Sri Krishna Mangal Das has stated that on 6.7.96 he 

was posted at CBI, ACB, Guwahati. On the said day he conducted search  in 

the  business  premises   of  Smt.  Renu  Bhuyan,  Proprietor  of  M/s.  Pallabi 
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Enterprises situated at Zoo Narengi Road, Guwahati. At the time of conducting 

the search entire business premises of the accused was searched and some 

articles were seized. The search was conducted in presence of 2 independent 

witnesses, viz., Dulal Ch. Talukdar and A. C. Patowary. It is stated by PW 

25 that Ext. 250  to Ext. 335, documents were found during the house search 

of the house of accused Renu Bhuyan. Though during cross examination PW 

25 was suggested by the defence side that the alleged search and seizure 

was not made as per procedure, but PW 25 denied the same. It is also stated 

by PW 25 that except search and seizure of the exhibited documents, he does 

not know anything about the factual aspect of the case. 

            PW-26 Sri Dambaru Dutta  has stated that he joined CBI on 

deputation in the year  1995 as Inspector of Police.  According to him, while 

search  was  conducted  in  the  business  premises  of   Smt.  Renu  Bhuyan, 

Proprietor of M/S. Pallabi Enterprises, Zoo Narengi Road, Guwahati  then 

he was present and search list was prepared which is Ext. 249. However, 

during cross examination PW 26 has stated that except search and seizure he 

does not know anything about the case.   

PW-27 Deba Prasad Dutta has  stated that he joined CBI on deputation 

in the year 1994   and  worked  there till 1998  as Inspector of Police.  According to 

PW 27 the instant case was handed over to him by Sh. A. B. Gupta, Inspector of 

Police, CBI for part investigation as per order by the S.P., CBI. He also conducted 

further  investigation  of  the  case  and  during  investigation  he  examined  one  Sh. 

Biswajit Deb  who was serving as Sr. Accounts Officer.  It is stated by PW 27 that 

said  Biswajit  Deb  stated  before  him  about  bill  No.  1147  dated  25.4.95  of  M/S 

Rajdhani Book Binding Works in which double payment was made to the said  firm. 

However, no further investigation was done by him in this case. Thereafter he handed 

over the case to Inspector, Sh. Mrinal Sharma for further investigation. During cross 

examination PW 27 has  stated  that after checking the Cash Book he found that an  

amount of Rs.4128/- was paid on 3.5.95  vide voucher NO.91 and again on 26.5.95 

the  said  amount  was  paid  vide voucher  No.  812 to  M/s.  Rajdhani  Book Binding 

Works. However, he does not  have any personal knowledge with regard to the case. 
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                PW-28 Mrinal Sharma has  stated that he joined the CBI in  the 

year  1995  on  deputation  and  he  investigated  this  case  and  during  the  course  of 

investigation he recorded the statements of witnesses and collected certain documents  

by way of seizure memo. According to PW 28, Ext. 287 is the true copy of the FIR 

and  healso obtained specimen signatures and writings of  Sh. Hrishikesh Biswas  in 

presence of independent witnesses. During investigation he also found that  all the 

bills were processed unauthorizedly  by H. Biswas and M/s. Pallabi Enterprise and 

M/s.  Rajdhani  Book  Binding  Works  are  not  authorized  firms  for  purchase  of 

stationery  items etc. PW 28 has also exhibited the chargesheet as Ext. 290 which was 

filed by him against four accused persons. Ext. 291   is the specimen signatures and 

writings of  Smt. Renu Bhuyuan. Ext. 292 is the specimen signatures and writings of 

Abdul Rashid. It is stated by PW 28 that  he has not seen the original FIR before the  

court and same is also not available in the case record. In the chargesheet he has not 

mentioned the total amount of loss incurred by the deptt. However, from the evidence 

of PW 28 it  reveals that during the  course of  investigation he collected materials 

from which he can say that as per usual process bills were raised by contractors and 

submitted in the general section of telecom deptt., processed by  respective dealing 

assistant which is certified and verified and re-verified  by the concerned officer and 

thereafter  put up before the Divisional  Engineer.  Thereafter   such bill  after being 

approved by the DE , sent to the cash section for payment. It is also stated that  in all  

the exhibited bills, the aforesaid procedure has been followed and the concerned and 

respective officials such as, Divisional Engineer, Dealing Assistant, Accounts Officer 

have put their signatures over the exhibited bills.   

                PW 29 Sh. S. C. Gupta is the GEQD who examined the signatures 

and  writings  of   Abdul  Rashid  and   Renu  Bhuyan.  According  to  PW  29  after 

examination and comparison  of the questioned documents and specimen writings, he 

is of the opinion that    “ the person who wrote the blue enclosed  signatures stamped 

and marked S 1 to S 5 also wrote the red enclosed signatures similarly stamped and 

marked Q 1, Q 2, Q 4, Q 5, Q 7, Q 9, Q 11, Q 12, Q 14, Q 17, Q 20, Q 23, Q 25, Q  

27, Q 29, Q 31, Q 33, Q 35, Q 37, Q 39, Q 41, Q 42, Q 44, Q 46, Q 48, Q 51, Q 53, Q  

55, Q 57, Q 60, Q 62, Q 64, Q 66, Q 68, Q 70, Q 72, Q 74, Q 76, Q 78, Q 80, Q 82, Q  

84, Q 86, Q 88, Q 90, Q 92, Q 94, Q 96, Q 98, Q 100, Q 101, Q103, Q 105, Q 106, Q 

108, Q 110, Q 113, Q 116, Q 119, Q 121, Q 122, Q 124, Q 126, Q 128, Q 130, Q 131, 

Q 133, Q 135, Q 136, Q 138, Q 140, Q 141, Q 144, Q 147, Q 149, Q 151, Q 153, Q 

155, Q 157, Q 159, Q 160, Q 162, Q 164, Q 165, Q 167, Q 169, Q 171, Q 172, Q 174, 
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Q 177, Q 179, Q 180, Q 182/1, Q 183, Q 184, Q 186, Q 188, Q 189, Q 191, Q 193, Q 

194, Q 197, Q 199, Q 200, Q 203, Q 206, Q 206/1, Q 209, Q 212, Q 214, Q 215, Q 

217, Q 220, Q 223, Q 226, Q 229, Q 230, Q 232, Q 234, Q 237, Q 238, Q 240, Q 242, 

Q 244, Q 246 and Q 248.” It is also stated by PW 29 that “the person who wrote the  

blue enclosed  writings and signatures stamped and marked S 14 to S 52 and A 1 to A 

20 also wrote the red enclosed  writings and signatures similarly stamped and marked 

Q 3, Q 6, Q 8, Q 10, Q 13, Q 15, Q 16, Q 18, Q 19, Q 21, Q 22, Q 24, Q 26, Q 28, Q  

30, Q 32, Q 34, Q 36, Q 38, Q 40, Q 43, Q 45, Q 47, Q 49, Q 50, Q 52, Q 54, Q 56, Q  

58, Q 59, Q 61, Q 63, Q 65, Q 67, Q 69, Q 71, Q 73, Q 75, Q 77, Q 79, Q 81, Q 83, Q  

85, Q 87, Q 89, Q 91, Q 93, Q 95, Q 97, Q 99, Q 102, Q 104, Q 107, Q 109, Q 111, Q  

112, Q 115, Q 117, Q 118, Q 120, Q 123, Q  125, Q 127, Q 129, Q 131, Q 134, Q 

137, Q 139, Q 142, Q 143, Q 146, Q 148, Q 150, Q 152, Q 154, Q 156, Q 158, Q 161, 

Q 163, Q 166, Q 168, Q 170, Q 173, Q 175, Q 176, Q 178, Q 181, Q 182, Q 185, Q 

187, Q 190, Q 192, Q 195, Q 196, Q 198, Q 201, Q 202, Q 204, Q 205, Q 207, Q 208, 

Q 210, Q 211, Q 213, Q 216, Q 218, Q 219, Q 221, Q 222, Q 224, Q 225, Q 227, Q 

228, Q 231, Q 233, Q 235, Q 236, Q 239, Q 241, Q 243, Q 245, Q 247, Q 249, Q 251, 

Q 254, Q 256, Q 258, Q 265, Q 270, Q 272, Q 274, Q 276, Q 277, Q 279, Q 281, Q 

283, Q 286, Q 288, Q 290, Q 292, Q 294, Q 296, Q 298, Q 300, Q 302, Q 304, Q 306, 

Q 308, Q 310, Q 312, Q 314, Q 316, Q 319, Q 321, Q 322, Q 325, Q 327, Q 328, Q 

330, Q 332, Q 335, Q 338, Q 340, Q 341, Q 346, Q 342, Q 343, Q 348, Q 354, Q 351, 

Q 356/1,, Q 357, Q 358, Q 360, Q 363, Q 365, Q 368, Q 369 ,Q 371, Q 374, Q 376, Q 

379, Q 381, Q 383, Q 384, Q 386, Q 388, Q 400, Q 402, Q 405, Q 407, Q 409, Q 411, 

Q 414, Q 417, Q 420, Q 423, Q 427, Q 428, Q 433, Q 435, Q 436, Q 439, Q 442, Q 

444, Q 447, Q 451, Q 454, Q 456, Q 457, Q 460, Q 462, Q 463, Q 464/1, Q 466, Q 

469 ,Q 470, Q 472, Q 473, Q 476, Q 479, Q 481, Q 482, Q 484, Q 486, Q 487, Q 490, 

Q 492, Q 495, Q 498, Q 499, Q 500, Q 501, Q 502, Q 503, Q 505, Q 506 and Q 508 

to  Q 515 as  well  as  carbon signatures  in  the red   enclosed  portion  stamped  and 

marked Q 145, Q 259, Q 260, Q 262, Q 497, Q 504 and Q 507.” According to PW 29  

Ext. 298 is his opinion  dtd. 20.1.99.  During cross examination PW 29 has stated that 

the signature and writings were written  freely in normal  hand of the writer.  The 

writing marked Q 166 is not of  Smt. Renu Bhuyan. Though PW 29 was suggested by 

the defence side that his opinion and the reasons for the opinion furnished by him are 

not based upon scientific examination, but he denied the same. 

              CW 1 Sh. Salil Bhaduri has stated he joined Telecom Deptt. as Asstt.  

Divisional Engineer in the year 1980     at Gaziabad, Delhi. In 2001 he was working 
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as General Manager, Kamrup, Telecom. According to CW 1 Ext. Z is  the prosecution 

sanction order dtd. 2.3.2001 typed in 6 pages and  Ext. Z/1 to Z/6 are his signatures. 

This prosecution sanction order was issued in respect of H. Biswas who was posted 

and functioning as  Sr.  Section Supervisor  (Cash)  section in  the office  of  General 

Manger,  Telecom District,  Guwahati.  It  is  stated by CW 1 that    he as   General 

Manager was the competent authority to remove H. Biswas from the said post and 

accordingly prosecution sanction order  Ext.  Z was  issued by him on the basis  of 

report received  from CBI and on perusal of the same and after application of mind 

and also having  found  a prima facie case against  the said  accused H. Biswas.  

Though CW 1 was  suggested during cross examination by the defence that he did not 

apply his own mind while according sanction, but CW 2 denied the same.  

During  the  course  of  argument  the  learned  Spl.  P.P.  has 

submitted that it  has been established in the case that all the accused persons entered 

into criminal conspiracy and as a result of that conspiracy, they prepared false bills  

and got those bills passed causing loss to the Telecom department. Also it has been 

proved in the case that the accused persons forged some bills and used those bills as 

genuine and thereby cheated the Telecom authority. Controverting the submission of 

the prosecution side the learned defence Counsels have argued that in the present case  

all  the P.W.s have categorically stated that the exhibited bills  were passed as per 

proper procedure and there is no evidence to show that the articles mentioned in the 

exhibited  bills  were  not  actually  received  by  the  telecom  department  from  the 

concerned  supplier.  It  also  has  been  submitted  by  the  defence  side  that  neither 

accused  H. Biswas nor R. N. Rabha passed any bill, rather those bills were passed by 

the appropriate authority after due processing. 

It reveals from the case record that the exhibited bills are mainly 

of two firms namely M/s. Pallabi Enterprise and M/s. Rajdhani Book Binding Works. 

PW 2 in his evidence has stated  the procedure as to how the order for supply of 

articles are placed and also what procedure are to be followed. PW 2 has exhibited 

some bills and his clear version is that all the bills exhibited by him appear to have 

been processed and passed as per official procedure. On the other hand, though PW 3 

has stated in his evidence that  during processing of the bills prescribed procedure was 

not followed but it transpires that he was of the said opinion as because in some bills  

of  M/s. Pallabi Enterprise there is no mention of any purchase order number. PW 4 in 

his evidence has stated that the exhibited bills do not indicate that those were routed 
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through general section because the bills do not contain any purchase order number. 

However, from the evidence of PW 4 it reveals that Ext. 135, Ext. 141 and Ext. 159 

bills were passed according to proper procedure. PW 8 has clearly stated that all  the 

exhibited bills appear to have been pre-checked by the concerned official and then it  

was duly passed by the Divisional Engineer. However,   his evidence also goes to 

show that  in  the  exhibited  bills  there  is  no  mention  of  purchase  order  number. 

Another witness Sh. Dambarudhar Sharma (PW 6) has alleged that in Exts. 116, 122 

and 123 there is no mention of purchase order. On the other hand the evidence of PW 

10 is that though purchase order is not mentioned in some of the bills but all the  

exhibited  bills  were  passed   after  complying  official  rules  and  regulations  and 

payments thereof were made accordingly. PW 9 has also stated in the same way that 

Ext. 124 and Ext .144 bills were duly passed. 

 PW-12 is a retired employee of Telecom department. In his evidence 

he  has  specifically  stated  that  from  the  exhibited   bills  it  appears  that   normal  

procedure had been followed in processing and passing of the bills. PW 14 has stated 

in the same way that Ext .144 bill was passed as per procedure. From the testimony of  

PW 16 it reveals that  though in some exhibited bills there is no mention of page 

number or serial number of stock register but all the exhibited bills were passed by 

the authorized officer, i.e., D.E. and paid by accounts officer. The evidence of PW 18 

also goes to show that bills were passed by the  D. E. and paid by the accounts officer. 

PW 20 has contended that all the exhibited bills shown to him have been processed 

and passed as per procedure. According to PW 22, all the bills presented in their  

office are verified and checked by the supervisor officer. 

 So from the  above discussions of the evidence on record it comes  out 

that though in some of the bills there is no mention of purchase order number, page 

number and serial number of stock register but all the exhibited bills were processed 

and passed as per official procedure.  It also reveals that the bills were passed by the 

authorized officer, i.e., Divisional   Engineer and payment was made by the accounts 

officer. There is no evidence on record to show that either accused H. Biswas or R. N.  

Rabha passed any exhibited bill. It is also not the case that the articles mentioned in  

the  exhibited  bills    were    not  received by the Telecom department.  From  the 

evidence on record it has revealed that articles of some exhibited bills were supplied 

on verbal order and thereafter bills were submitted . But from the evidence of PW 10 

Jatindra Mohan Basumatary we come to know that both written and verbal orders can 
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be placed for purchasing goods in the telecom office. The prosecution side has also 

submitted nothing to show that placing of verbal order is strictly prohibited. During 

the course of argument the learned Spl. P.P. has submitted that some bills were passed 

and payment thereof was made though those bills were not routed through general  

section of the department. But it is not disputed in the case that all the exhibited bills  

were passed by the authorized  officer.  So,  according to  me,  if  any bill  is  passed 

without it routed through general or without having purchase order number in that 

case the passing authority may be held responsible as he had overlooked the matter. It  

reveals from the evidence on record that only after passing of the bills payment was 

made by the accounts branch. As such the accounts branch or the accounts officer 

who had made the payment of bill can not be held liable. 

In  the  present  case  during  the  course  of  investigation  the 

specimen  signature/handwriting  of  accused  Abdul  Rashid,  Renu  Bhuyan  and  H. 

Biswas were taken and those were sent for examination. PW 29 is the GEQD who had 

examined  and  compared  the  specimen  signature/writing  with  that  of  questioned 

documents. PW 29 has also deposed that he found similarity of the writings of the 

questioned document with that of concerned specimen signature/writing.  But during 

cross examination PW 29 was suggested by the defence side that his opinion is not  

based upon scientific examination. It has been submitted by the ld. Spl. P.P. during 

the  course of  argument  that  accused  H.  Biswas  forged some bills  and the expert 

during examination found similarity  in the writings of some bills with specimen hand 

writing.  It  also  has  been  submitted  by  ld.  Spl.  P.P.  that  accused  Abdul  Rashid 

submitted the bills in the name of M/s. Rajdhani Book Binding Works and this fact 

has been established from the examination of PW 29, the expert.  Prosecution has 

examined one Md. H. Ali ( PW 17) who in his evidence has claimed that he is the 

proprietor of M/s. Rajdhani Book Binding Works. It is stated by PW 17 that all the 

exhibited bills appearing in the name of M/s. Rajdhani Book Binding Works are not 

of his firm, rather it is fake. But PW 17 has not exhibited any bill of his firm which he  

claims to be genuine. As such without comparing  the exhibited bills of M/s. Rajdhani 

Book Binding  Works with the bill of PW 17 it can not be said that all the exhibited 

bills  appearing  in  the  name  of   M/s.  Rajdhani  Book  Binding  Works  are  fake. 

According to PW 17 he did not submitted any bill  of his firm and he also never 

worked for the telecom deptt. and never supplied anything to the telecom deptt. The 

exhibited bills of M/s. Rajdhani Book Binding Works contain the signature of one 

Abdul Rashid. According to the prosecution side  accused Abdul Rashid submitted 
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the said bills  in the telecom deptt.  The prosecution has collected the signature of 

accused  Abdul Rashid which was sent to GEQD, but PW 17 in his evidence has 

clearly stated that the accused Abdul Rashid worked for 3 years in his firm and he 

was an illiterate  person. PW 17 also never seen him writing or putting his signature.  

The ld. Defence Counsel  appearing for accused Abdul Rashid  has submitted that 

Abdul Rashid  can not put his signature and also he did not put any signature in the 

exhibited bills. It reveals from the record that the I.O. took the signature of Abdul 

Rashid in presence of witnesses, but those witnesses have not been examined by the 

prosecution side in the case. As such I find that the collection of specimen signature 

of accused Abdul Rashid by the Investigating Agency has not been properly proved in 

this case. The allegation that accused H. Biswas forged some bills also has not been 

fully established in the case. Simply the opinion of the expert can not establish the 

case.  The  opinion  of  the  hand  writing  expert  can  be  relied  on,  if  there  is  any 

supporting evidence, but in the case at hand there is no  evidence to lend support to 

the opinion of the hand writing expert. Though it has revealed from the evidence on 

record  that  the house  of  accused  Smt.  Renu Bhuyan   was  searched,  but  there  is  

nothing in the record  to show that any incriminating  materials were seized. There is 

also no evidence  that Smt. Renu Bhuyan supplied any article at exorbitant rate. There 

is also no sufficient evidence  against accused R. N. Rabha to prove the allegation 

against him.

In view of the above discussions of the evidence on record, I find and 

hold  that  the  prosecution  has  failed  to  prove  the  allegations  against  the  accused 

persons beyond  reasonable doubt and accordingly accused, Sh. R. N. Rabha, Sh. H. 

Biswas, Smt. Renu Bhuyan and  Abdul Rashid are acquitted on benefit of doubt and 

they are set at liberty forthwith. 

            The  Judgment is pronounced in the open court on this 30th day 

of     March,  2013.

 Dictated by me :-  

Special Judge, CBI,                                                                     Special  Judge, CBI,
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Assam, Guwahati.                                                                        Assam, Guwahati.
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